A general formalism for centering a single-crystal on a four-circle diffractometer, based on the setting angles of re¯ections, is presented. The minimum information for the determination of crystal displacement are the diffractometer setting angles of two reciprocal vectors. The method is independent of the crystallographic system and does not require prior information about the crystal lattice. The size of the radiation source, beam divergence and homogeneity are shown to be signi®cant factors for calculating the crystal displacement from the positions of the re¯ections. The method is primarily designed for samples enclosed in high-pressure diamond-anvil cells and other environments obscuring visual control of the sample position; however, high accuracy of the method in most cases allows the optical centering of the crystals to be improved, particularly for irregularly shaped samples. A procedure for retrieving true lattice dimensions, by accounting for the effect of the crystal displacement from the diffractometer center, is also presented.
Introduction
Crystal-sample centering is one of the vital conditions for correct diffractometric measurements. Ideally, a single crystal should be located at the intersection of the axes of a four-circle diffractometer. Thus, crystal centering is an initial stage of any diffractometric study. In most cases this is achieved by correcting the crystal offsets observed with a microscope. However, the optical centering can be biased by the crystal shape, by optical effects due to the merging of the crystal in a glue or a drop of mother liquor in a capillary, refraction of light on chamber windows, etc. Most importantly, the optical method is partly or totally useless when the view of the sample is obscured, for example when it is enclosed in an oven, cryostat or in a high-pressure chamber. The crystal offset shifts the re¯ections and, consequently, effects the determination of the UB orientation matrix as well as the measurements of the intensities of re¯ections. The systematic displacements of the re¯ections have been employed by Hamilton (1974) and King & Finger (1979) to calculate the crystal offset. Hamilton's method retrieves the crystal offset and other diffractometer misalignments from the setting angles of a re¯ection±antire¯ection pair, automatically centered at and À, and at 2 equal to 0 and 180 , i.e. the re¯ections are positioned in the bisecting mode of diffractometer operation (Busing & Levy, 1967) . King & Finger (1979) adapted Hamilton's method for another mode of diffractometer operation, 9 = 0 , optimized for high-pressure diffractometric studies using a Merrill± Bassett cell (Merrill & Bassett, 1974) . Herein, we report an extension of the diffractometric crystal centering procedures by introducing a matrix notation and by employing the inter-re¯ection relations in combination with the diffractometric axes rotations. Least-squares algorithms optimizing the calculations are applied and an iterative procedure combining all the re¯ections into pairs irrespective of the crystal symmetry is described. This centering procedure is independent of the diffractometer geometry or of the mode of the diffractometer operation. Thus it allows any 2-angle setting. The main features of the primary beams from extended sources, ®ltered or monochromated by mosaic or perfect crystals, are presented for an adequate incorporation of the beam divergence into the mathematical interdependence between the sample-crystal offset and the displacement in the re¯ection position. Owing to the existence of ef®cient procedures for aligning the primary beam and the diffractometer axes (Kucharczyk et al., 1984; see also Hamilton, 1974) , an ideal diffractometer geometry has been assumed. It has also been assumed that the sample-crystal mass center coincides with the center of its scattering volume, which is equivalent to ignoring absorption or extinction effects, and that the crystal size and offset are smaller than the beam radius.
Crystal and re¯ection displacements
In this discussion the sample-crystal displacement coordinates r(r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) will be referenced to the diffractometer center, as shown in Fig. 1 . Ideally the crystal center lies at the intersection of the beam and diffractometer axes, indicated by a small circle, corresponding to r(0, 0, 0).
It follows from the assumption of a parallel beam that when the crystal in a scattering position is not displaced from the diffraction plane (r 3 = 0), then the only observable that differs between the real case |r| T 0 and the ideal case |r| = 0 is the angle (no correction involves the goniometer axes, only the detector must be moved). In a general situation, including displacement r 3 , the additional goniometer rotations are necessary to observe the re¯ection. The role of these goniometer operations is to reorient the scattering vector, so that the diffracted beam intersects the diffraction plane on the circumference of the detector circle.
The diffractometer procedures`assume' that the crystal is ideally centered, and that the re¯ected beams originate from the diffractometer center, not from the displaced crystal. Consequently, the angular observables are incorrectly interpreted. The relation between`real' and`assumed' views of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1 and may be expressed algebraically as
where r is the displacement vector, R is the goniometer rotation matrix and A is a matrix describing the effect of the beam divergence, as discussed in x3. Vector s a can be alternatively expressed as
where H is the detector rotation matrix and s 0 is the incident-beam versor (À1, 0, 0). Ewald's equation for the real case takes the form
where h is the scattering vector and ! is the radiation wavelength.
By substituting equation (1) in equation (3) the following relation is obtained:
By further assuming that
and the well justi®ed approximation Rrad a 9 0Y 6 equation (4) simpli®es to:
where E is the unit matrix. If measurements of two re¯ections with a known relationship between their scattering vectors are available,
where subscripts i and j denote the ®rst and the second re¯ection, and M ij is a transformation matrix, then a set of two equations (7) can be considered:
Generally, h i and h j may be any two re¯ections with different Miller indices, or one re¯ection at different 2 angles. By multiplying these equations by R
À1
i and R À1 j , respectively, and after introducing two additional matrices,
equations (8) can be rewritten in the concise matrix notation
where
The solution vectors are
Equation (11) represents the central point of this method. It allows the simultaneous determination of the displacement r as well as the true scattering vectors h j and h i = M ij h j from angular observables for any two re¯ections.
Anisotropy of beam divergence
Some of the most signi®cant factors governing the re¯ection peak position and shape are features of the incident beam. The peak shape is a convolution of the beam divergence and mosaic spread of the crystal sample. In an ideal (for mathematical considerations, and in certain cases for experimental requirements) situation, a beam is parallel, the re¯ected rays are also parallel and an 3 scan reproduces the mosaic distribution in the sample crystal. Such an ideal situation is approximated at synchrotron sources, where the divergence of the beams used for X-ray diffractometry may be as small as few seconds of arc (Coppens et al., 1992; Weber, 1997) . In most equipment the radiation source, the sample crystal, and the collimator and detector apertures have ®nite sizes, while the monochromator crystal can be treated as an extended-face crystal. The analysis of the convolution of these components goes far beyond the scope of this article and has been performed in detail elsewhere (e.g. Cowley, 1987) ; however, it is worthwhile outlining the features of the incident beam which are most relevant for measuring the crystal offset. The simple arrangement of an X-ray tube and a collimator shown in Fig. 2 illustrates that the incident beam comprises a bunch of rays, parallel, diverging or converging, and coming from different points on the anode. A typical arrangement of this kind including a collimator of length 100 mm with 0.5 mm apertures gives a nearly 0.3 maximum angle for divergent rays in the beam. The contribution of the divergent rays in the central region of the beam, i.e. close to the collimator axis, decreases with the distance from the collimator. In most laboratory equipment the crystal is within a few centimetres from the end of the collimator. The shape and orientation of the focal spot of the X-ray tube may additionally introduce asymmetry of the beam divergence with respect to its central line.
The divergence of graphite-monochromated X-ray beams, used in most single-crystal diffractometers, is also about 0.3 (Katrusiak & Ryan, 1988) . This is a combined effect of the X-ray source size, the monochromator-crystal mosaicity and the collimator shape. The homogeneity of the beam in the monochromator diffraction plane differs considerably from that perpendicular to this plane; hence the contribution of the divergent rays in these directions is appropriately different.
The beam divergence contributes to the re¯ection shape and, when the crystal is offset from the diffractometer center, to the re¯ection displacements. While the divergence-induced re¯ection displacement cancels out for the crystal lying on the beam central line, it increases when the crystal moves away from the center due to the increasing contribution of the divergent rays and diminishing contribution of the converging rays. This dependence is different for the displacements in the monochromator diffraction plane and perpendicular to this plane. The combined effect of the beam divergence and crystal offset for the re¯ection position is shown schematically in Fig. 3 . The average direction of the rays becomes more diverged as the offset increases, even though the crystal still remains in the region of the beam, where some of the rays are parallel. Assuming a very simple case when the crystal is offset only in one direction, perpendicular to the beam central line in the diffractometer diffraction plane, by r(x, y, 0), and that the beam divergence averaged over the displaced crystal volume is 4, then the re¯ection is displaced by according to 9 4 tg À1 x sin 2 y cos 2a2dY 12
where d is the distance from the diffractometer center to the detector. The effective beam divergence 4 depends on the magnitude and direction of the sample-crystal displacement, on the crystal shape, orientation and mosaicity, as well as on the characteristics of the appa- ratus (source, monochromator type and orientation, distances). To simplify the formal description of the centering procedures, we chose to adopt the approximation of isotropic sample-crystal mosaicity and assume, initially, an ideally parallel incident beam. As the beam divergence increases with the displacement, and because the beam divergence increases the response in to the sample offset, we have only introduced a linear magni®cation factor a into the formula. Factor a can be measured before an experiment for a speci®c diffractometer. For an ideally parallel beam it is equal to unity. For a beam without a monochromator and symmetrical source, a should be equal for the crystal displacements in all directions perpendicular to the beam (the shape of the X-ray source is less important). However, for the monochromated beams, a is different for the displacements in the monochromator diffraction plane and perpendicular to it. To account for this difference, a magni®cation matrix A is introduced into the least-squares centering procedure,
Due to the presence of matrix A, two additional unknown variables a y and a z are introduced and no unique solution exists. This problem can be effectively overcome by taking advantage of the large number of independent equations combining different re¯ection pairs. Thus a y and a z can be introduced into the equations as parameters and then determined by least squares. Unfortunately, the components of A are dif®-cult to separate and only when the Friedel mates are chosen to constitute the pairs, special relations between their rotation matrices facilitates solving equation (11). For a Friedel pair h j = Àh i , matrices R i and R j are approximately inverse to each other and they rotate a vector into nearly antiparalell positions. In accordance with this, if matrix A is applied to the resulting vectors, the relation between them remains nearly unchanged. This feature is crucial for solving equation (11) because if:
AR i r 9 ÀAR j rY 14 then one can substitute
where r H 9 R À1 i AR i r 9 R À1 j AR j rX Then matrix C in equation (11) simpli®es to the form
When the solutions of equation (11) are obtained for each Friedel pair within the available set of re¯ections, the least squares can be easily applied to determine A. Once the components of A are determined, they are no longer unknown and equation (11) can be used for any other pair of re¯ections.
Re¯ection pairs
The possibility of combining any re¯ection pairs considerably enhances the displacement determination from experimental data. However, to use all the possible À N 2 Á pairs formed among N re¯ections, one must determine all the M ij matrixes that describe the transformations between the vectors within the pairs. Again the simplest transformation of inversion combines Friedel equivalents h i and Àh i . For a pair consisting of two measurements of one re¯ection at different 2 angles, M is equal to the 2-rotation matrix. The transformation is independent of the crystal orientation matrix and its unit-cell dimensions. The unknown displacement r affects calculations of the UB matrix and thus of the unit-cell parameters, which are necessary for relating the orientations of any reciprocal-space vectors. This problem may be overcome by initially determining displacement r by least-squares ®t from the Friedel pairs and re¯ections located at different 2 azimuths. Then the UB matrix can be redetermined using scattering vectors corrected for the r displacement determined in the ®rst step. Finally, displacement r can be determined from the full data set of À N 2 Á pairs within N re¯ections and the corrected UB matrix and unit-cell parameters can be recalculated. The above procedure is iterative; however, the amount of data is usually suf®cient to reach convergence immediately (e.g. 10 re¯ections give 45 pairs).
Experimental
A series of tests were carried out using a KUMA-4 diffractometer, equipped with a graphite monochromator tuned to the K wavelength of the Mo X-ray tube, and¯uorite and ruby sample crystals.
The crystals were initially centered both optically and then by diffraction. After this the crystals were displaced along each 9-axis coordinate in steps measured by a microscope, so that r were known. For each displacement, about 30 re¯ections were recentered, and equation (11) for Friedel pairs was used to determine r, A and h i . Fig. 4 presents the relationship between the optically measured displacements of the sample crystals and their magnitudes calculated from the shifts of re¯ections. The results con®rm that the displacement can be determined on the basis of diffractometric observables with an accuracy of a few tens of micrometres, commensurate with the usual diameters of the spheres of confusion of most diffractometers, and that the application of the presented method can considerably increase the accuracy of determining lattice parameters.
Conclusions
The presented method extends the applicability of the diffractometric centering methods to any set of re¯ec-tions, including the same re¯ections measured at different 2 angles. Consequently, more experimental data can be applied for the centering procedures, with no restrictions on the mode of diffractometer operation. If an initial set of centered re¯ections contains a number of Friedel pairs, the method can be applied routinely for improving sample-crystal centering without any other special measurements, and the number of the re¯ection pairs used increases to À N 2 Á when the iterative procedure is employed. Thus the method is particularly advantageous for area detectors, where re¯ections are recorded simultaneously and at casual settings.
It should be stressed, however, that the most precise information about the sample displacement is obtained from a Friedel pair, a pair of re¯ections measured at 2 angles differing by 180
, or a pair of re¯ections measured at Bragg angles and À. Sets combining eight such re¯ections are used in the description by Hamilton (1974) and by King & Finger (1979) . For example, it is obvious that the re¯ections of the crystal rotated by about 180 yield more information on the crystal centering than a re¯ection pair after a 5 rotation (see Fig. 1 ). The main advantage of the presently presented method is that much more relations can be used, which can effectively compensate for the absence of such optimally positioned re¯ections. Thus, usually no extra measurements of specially positioned re¯ections are necessary, which signi®cantly reduces the experiment time. Moreover, this method is immune to limitations in positioning the sample crystal, such as those arising from the use of high-pressure cells, furnaces or crystals obscuring access to the reciprocal space, or due to the goniometer design. Naturally, one may choose to introduce these optimal sets of eight re¯ections into the procedure to maximize its effectiveness.
